Monticello Holiday Gifts

A. EMBROIDERED HISTORIC ORNAMENTS
Fabric ornaments depict figures from Jefferson’s time. Sold individually online (6” high).
806042  Set of 9 $160

B. MONTICELLO WINTERBERRY SOAP DISH SET
Artisan pottery dish (6” long) is made locally in Virginia and includes a triple-milled scented soap bar.
806952   $29

C. MONTICELLO PINECONE BOWL AND FROSTED PINECONE POTPOURRI
Ceramic bowl features hand-painted Virginia pine branches. Fill with our custom potpourri of dried and preserved botanicals. Both made in USA.
806321   Bowl, 9” diameter $59
806367   Potpourri, 10 ounces $25

D. HOLIDAY SCENTED WREATH
Festive scented wreath made of a collection of dried botanicals. Made in USA. (22” diameter).
150214   $89

E. MONTICELLO LIGHTED ADVENT HOUSE
Featuring a top window inspired by Monticello’s Dome Room windows, the house has drawers that can be filled with small gifts. Handcrafted of wood in USA. (12 1/2” high).
806881   $359

Shop for these and other exclusive Monticello products at monticelloshop.org.

Connect with us today at 800-243-1743 | catalog@monticello.org.

Your purchase provides support for Monticello’s mission of preservation and education.
YOUR PURCHASE SUPPORTS MONTICELLO. AMPLIFY YOUR SUPPORT WITH A DONATION WHEN CHECKING OUT.